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NEW ZEALAND NOTES AND COMMENT by John Robinson

1965 Health Stamps
These have certainly been well received, and admired by all collectors to whom

we have spoken. Numerous screen blemishes, of very minor character, have been
reported by some readers, most of whom pointed out the small retouch in the 3d
+ Id, Row 2/1 (Thirkell F7). The first to mention this was Mr. J. W. Timmer,
who also found some minor "touching up" in one of the Miniature Sheets, and a
grey coloured flaw in the 4d + Id Fantail, on the breast of the bird (Thirkell 16);
R 5/16. Mr. A. R. Rowell showed me some Miniature sheets of the same stamp,
the Fantail, where stamp 6 has a clear white flaw near the eye of the bird. He
also said that these Miniature Sheets apparently came in packs of 1,000 all the same.

We should, I think discount that nebulous report about the 4d + Id value
Plate Block with Green "lA" marking (September Newsletter). There has been no
confirmation in any way, and it probably resembles rumours similar to the one we
heard regarding the 5d Anzac, a full sheet without red colour. The latter turned
out to be a sheet of the 4d value!

The Fantail stamp has very variable grey colouring, particularly noticeable in
the tail feathers. Some stamps in the sQeet are markedly paler than others. and the
characteristics appear to be constant.

1965 Centenary of Government
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Brookes have had the self-imposed task of hunting through

sheets of this stamp for constant blemishes. They report various spots in R 2/1,
9/6, 10/6, 1l/6, 12/4, 14/6, 18/4. All minor, of course, but you may feel the urge
to look for them, and when you do you can thank this couple for limiting the
stamps you will look at!

Inverted Watermarks
N34b, S.G. 752a: This 3d, redrawn Q.E., esparto paper, is common enough

with watermark inverted from booklet panes, but Mr. J. \Vhincop has kindly shown
me a pair, with lower selvedge, wmk. inv., obviously from a "full" sheet.

017b, S.G. 799: Wc have seen four copies of the current multicoloured 3/
Pictorial. all used, with watermark inverted. Two have Christchurch postmarks,
the other two are from Wellington. We .Ire interested buyers for FINE specimens
of this variety, so send in any spares you are lucky enough to find.

1963 Christmas Stamp, PI. lA
Mrs. A. C. Coghill has now comnleted her study of this stamp. By means of

minor flaws she has been able to reconstruct the entire shect from single specimens.
One stamp, R2/8, she has found in two states, one a small possible retollch at the
Shepherd's neck. This stamp also has a tiny black spot in the large ~ of 2!. Con
gratulations, Mrs. Coghill, on a long task successfLllly completed. 1'\01 content with
that year alone, she has also managed to complete reconstruction of the 1%1
Christmas stamp.

1965 International Co-operation Year
This 4d stamp, scheduled for release on 8th September, was not available, and.

for the first time in a very long while, the issue was delayed until later, 28th
September. It appears that the reason for this ?elay .was that stock~ were late in
arriving from England. The stamp has been pnnted Il1 two-colour lithography by
De La Rue's.
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1961 2}d on 3d Vermilion, Q.E. Surcharged
We have often been asked about the four "Abnormal" plate blocks listed in

our Catalogue on Temp. page N5. Recently we had the good fortune of finding
two of these rare items, and thus tried to get together some information about this
issue. Most readers will know that the surcharge exists in two distinct settings,
narrow and wide. Early spade work on this problem, done by the late Ray Collins.
established that the narrow setting was the first to be used. Earliest reports abou t
these settings were published in Gibbons Stamp Monthly a long while ago, but it
was only when our Catalogue list was being revised did we try to find out about
the Plate Blocks. We then learned that there were eight possible combinations.
and that all these "had been seen." Now we are not so sure, for we have yet to
establish that Plate IS blocks are known with narrow setting. Mr. S. I. Larsen has
(mainly through our efforts over the years!) the other seven possibles. Incidentally.
he also has a block with overprint clearly offset at the back. which came from
Whakatane Post Office some years ago.

It would appear that some initial effort was made to separate sheets of the 3d
from the four Plate Blocks. The narrow setting was used first, on Plate 17 prob
ably, but shortly after one of two things apparently happened. Either the type
wore in places. and was replaced with units, wide setting. and printing continued
on Plates 19 and 20. OR printing continued with all units still narrow setting, on
Plates 19 and 20. All type replacements are to be found well away from the vicinity
of the Plate Numbers, and any "narrow setting" Plate block would be from a sheet
either entirely narrow setting, or a mixture of the two. with the scarce "se-tenant"
pairs also in the sheet. but not near the Plate Number. These sheets with "se-tenant"
pairs, S.G. S04b. are found in Plate 19 or Plate 20 only.

Finally. when all the units were replaced with "wide setting," Plates 17 and IS
were used. The Abnormals pose some problems. The first, Plate 17 with narrow
setting. Mr. J. Whincop reports that seven of these turned up in Napier. among a
small bundle of mixed numbers. and at least one other Plate 17, narrow, turned up
in the South Island. In any case. only about 10 of these are known to us. The
number known is vastly different to those recorded of the other "Abnormal" blocks.
We have yet to see our first Plate IS. narrow. and know of only one block (or is it
two?) of Plate 19. wide setting, and three blocks Plate 20, wide setting. The origin
of all these is unknown. but in view of the rarity it is possible that odd sheets were
misplaced in wrong piles of the sheets prior to the overprinting. To summarise,
then, we would think that of the "Abnormal" Plate Blocks, the following numbers
would exist:-

Narrow Setting, PI. 17, about a dozen. PI. IS, none known to date.
Wide Setting, PI. 19, perhaps two blocks. PI. 20, three blocks.
Any further informatIOn on these blocks would be very welcome.

Other Varieties and News
4d Anzac: RS/I: Mr. K. Baker has shown me a small retouch to this stamp. in

the lower left corner. It has been very neatly done.
9d Flag: Mr. C. E. Cooksley has shown me a sheet of this stamp where the

first vertical row has t" of the blue colour completely omitted. The Blue CyI.
:\'umber 14 is missing. and most of the N of NEW is not present on the stamps in
the row affected.

Double Comb Perforations: To date. Mr. R. A. Dexter reports having seen only
the Id, 4d and 6d values of the current Pictorials with this perforation.

3d Kowhai, Green CyI. 3, RI/I. A tiny flaw in the lower leaflets at the left may
be found in this stamp by those who are busy following this interesting issue.

1960 Pictorial Varieties: Mr. G. Janes reports three. the Sd R5/2 with a white
spot between the leaves near the "S." 9d Flag, RI/13 has a red and blue spot just
above the middle of the flag. 3d R4/6 from CyI. 2235 sheets has a spot on one of
the twigs.

Elusive Sets for all Collectors
All dealers can supply commoner sets of New Zealand stamps, but only rarely

can they offer the more elusive ones. Stocks are severely limited in many cases,
but we make a practice of advertising only those items which we have reasonable
hopes of being able to supply.
60 "IS9S-1907" Pictorial Series. Used sets, with all colour and size changes,

a simplified set from td through to the magnificent 5;- Mt. Cook stamp.
Selected copies. 23 stamps all told. including "Redrawn" types £7

61 1909, King Edward VII Set, mint, from td to 1/- incl. Penny Dominion,
both 4d colours. set of 10, fine copies 55/-



62 1906 Christchurch Exhibition Set, used. Only two sets in stock
63 1920 Victory Set. With both Id colours, and 2d overprint, mint, 8 stamps
64 1925 Dunedin Exhibition Set. A few used sets available. Each
65 1936 Chamber of Commerce Set. Used, complete
66 1957 Frozen Meat Set. Mint, getting scarcer all the time. Each
67 1940 Official Centenary Set, "JOINED FF" VARIETIES: Set of eight,

complete, in pairs with normal stamp, mint
68 As above, set in singles, with "joined FF" variety, mint
69 As above, set in singles, used
70 1907 King Edward VII Land. Overprint on Penny Universal, mint. Rare
7I Ditto. superb used copies, each .
72 1899 Pigeongram Triangulars. One set available, superb used. Rare.

£7
42/6
30/
6/
4/6

150/-
£7
£7
£15
25/
£10

73 HEALTH STAMPS COMPLETE MINT FROM 1935 through to 1965.
Very, very special offer to "Newsletter" clients. Catalogued about 52/- 40/-

74 Ditto, but from 1945 through to 1965, mint, complete. Cat. over £1 15/-

Small Specialised Lots - On Pages
75 COMMEMMORATIVE ISSUES. From 1920 Victory Set, with shades and

varieties, used, a very fine lot indeed; followed by several later issues,
including a used Plate Block of the 6d Silver Jubilee, a grand showing
of varieties in the 1946 Peace Set (on 9 pages). Then come more recent
issues, a fine lot of the 1957 Meat Set, with all varieties, and a great show
ing of Plates and varieties in the Marlborough Set, Red Cross, Westland,
Telegraph, etc.
Twenty-two pa~es, mainly mint, a very fine lot indeed £14

76 Exhibitions. Auckland Set, used; Dunedin sets mint and used, the used
with EXHIBITION cancellations; together with an unused copy of the
elusive forgery of the !d Auckland Exhibition overprint. £ll

77 Christmas Stamps. A fine collection, full of interest, mint and used, 1960
to 1963, with shades, Plates, and varieties. Eight pages £4

78 ALL SORTS. A grand selection of the special stamps of New Zealand,
the Express Delivery issues, complete, AIr Stamps, with rare 3d Perf.
14 x 15 mint, early Postage Dues with all elusive values in good used
condition, and later issues complete. Five pages, carefully annotated,
and an excellent purchase for anyone whose collection is weak in these
"difficult" stamps. Well worth £17

79 Health Stamps. Plate blocks of 1935, 1936, 1937 and 1938, a good range
of sheet·marking blocks of 1947 Eros issue, both values, 1949 with vari·
eties inc!. "no Dot, 2d", 1953, 1955 Plates, complete, 1956, with block in
scarce deep sepia shade; 1957, a good showing, 1959 with varieties, and
a page of 1960. These are the better pages only from a fairly ordinary
collection, and have been selected to add spice to any other "straight"
collection of Health Stamps. Twelve pages, and an excellent opportunity
at £11

10/-

£6

70/-

8/-

4/
l!d 6/-

Varieties, a Selection from Stock
80 1947 Health Stamps. Two blocks of four of each value, distinctive shades

of each. Cheap ..

81 1931 Health, 2d + Id Blue Smiling Boy: Fine used horizontal pair, one
stamp the prominent variety broken C in CHARITy ..

82 Ditto. A copy on piece of envelope, First Day of Issue cancellation

83 Canterbury Centennial, the 2d and 3d values. Four blocks, one of each
value on considerably THICKER PAPER

81 l!d of the 1940 Centenary Set. Minor re-entry, Frame PI. I, RI/I, in
mint block of four

85 Ditto, the same variety, but this time the TENPENCE overprint on

MODERN VARIETIES
86 4d Meat Export of 1957, Watermark Inverted, mint 12/-

87 Ditto. Used copies, each 7/6

88 8d Meat Export, constant flaws in R 10/1 and R8/11, in positional mint
blocks of four and six respectively 45/-

89 Ditto, R 10/1 only, in corner block of four 20/-



90 2d Marlborough Centenary. Major retouch, R 14/3. One of the finest
and most easily seen retouches. Used copies, each .. 3/-

91 3d Telegraph of 1962:
(a) Set of four retouches to green cylinder. as illustrated in the C.P.

Handbook-Catalogue, Used. R 11/2, 14/1, 15/4 and 20/3 7/6
(b) Anyone of these varieties. as selected. Used 2/3

92 3d Road Safety. "Apostrophe" Flaw. in mint block of six 10/-

93 Ditto. Fine used copies. R 3/2; eadl 3/-
94 ANZAC ISSUE, 1965. Two blocks of four of each value, in startlingly

different shades. Your last opportunity to buy at these prices 17/6
95 Ditto. 4d Anzac, RIO/7. Mint singles, showing the two different states.

Very limited stocks. The pair, an excellent variety 10/-

96 4d PUARANGI: A set of four Plate blocks, each of 25 stamps. demon
strating two different blue cylinders in use (both numbered "I"). One
block contains R 1.8/3. the so-called "Petal Flaw" variety; another has
this same R 18/3 retouched. The third block is from the "other" cylinder
I. and has the large coloured flaws in the lettering. R 16/5. and the
crooked A in R 20/3 corrected. Finally, a block from Cyl. 1221. with
R 18/3 and R 18/5 retouches. The four blocks of outstanding interest 65/-

Odd Lots, Very Odd Lots
97 Turkey. Mint sets of three, Anzac issue. Only six left. Each 5/-

98 Second Side·face Queen Plate Proofs: Set of 8, in black. Id. 2d. 3d, 4d.
6d (two, one of each die), 8d and 1/-. Excellent condition, singles £6

99 Foreign, i.e. Non-N.Z. Covers. Commercial. and F.D.C. mainly from Aus
tralia, South Africa and Canada. Over 100 and cheaply priced singly to
total of over 170/-. One lot only. £6

100 2/- Milford Sound. Used; Second grade, but quite sound and prcsentable
'copies, all sorts, with or without watermark. Perf. 11 or 14; as they come.
Each 5/., or better copies at................................................................ 7/6

101 Presentation Booklet, 1935 Pictorials. A fine publicity booklet, the central
pages being in the form of a "stock book," and containing a full set of
14 stamps. mint, single watermark, of course. A superb novelty item of
some scarcity £5

102 1/- Marotiri Pigcongram stamp: Somewhat faded, a spacefiller 20/-

103 Colourful Plate Proofs. 1900 Pictorials, imperforate on thin card. td
in brown-purple, Id in crimson, 2d in lake, the three. 15/-

104 As above, but the Id and 2d values only. Special offer, the two. 7/6

105 Austin Walsh & Co. Newspaper Stamp advertising postcard. fine mint.
This was earlier advertised in error at £5, so it was not surprising that
nobody wanted one! These are very elusive, and well worth 60/-

106 DOMINION AIRWAYS LTD. The interesting, imperforate labels, SIX
PE:-':CE. VL 2, Gisborne to Hastings. Excellent condition. and uncom-
mon. Mint 30/-

107 Official King George V, 1/- orange.vermilion. A used block of 40. a very
few stamps a trifle tatty, but these are well and truly allowed for 25/-

108 L14c. The rare Experimental Printing of the 3/- Mt. Egmont of 1936
with watermark inverted and reversed, a lovely mint corner block of
four; the stamps are unhinged. Only 3,000 printed of this modern rarity,
and as this was a deliberate experimental printing, it is of great phila.
telic merit. The block (ask to see it on approval) only . £50

109 Great Britain, 1965 Commonwealth Arts Festival, First Day Cover 4/-

THE "SUPERB" ALBUM
The finest loose-leaf. standard size "blank" album ever made in "ew
Zealand. This has 75 exquisitely printed "quadrille" pages. 9f' x lit".
in a magnificent super-capacity springback binder (in green or red). gold
blocked on the large spine. and manufactured to our exacting specifica
tions. Supplied complete with 75 sheets of glassine interleaving papers,
this is as fine an album for stamps as New Zealand money can buy. Made
with YOU in mind; for people who care for their stamps. Price, posted 45/-
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